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Abstract. With the development of generative models, new types of
fake iris have emerged. Distinguished from traditional spoofing means
caused by cosmetic contact lenses, such iris images are realistic and eas-
ily accessible, which poses a threat to privacy protection and informa-
tion security. In this paper, we are the first to study iris forgery detec-
tion method that can simultaneously defend against contact lenses based
or GAN-generated spoofing attacks. Through multi-model ensemble, we
design a simple but effective detection framework. The backbone part
of our method consists of three CNN networks, including ResNet-18,
EfficientNet-B0 and ConvNeXt-tiny. We conduct experiments on three
public iris datasets and a great deal of StyleGAN-generated iris images
which are collected by ourselves. The proposed method has been proved
to be effective on the detection of various iris forgeries, and it has the
state-of-the-art performances.

Keywords: Iris anti-spoofing · Image forgery detection · Privacy
protection

1 Introduction

Nowadays, iris recognition plays a more and more significant role in current soci-
ety. It has been widely applied in diverse industries which require high-precision
identity authentication, for instance, online payment and security systems. How-
ever, with the popularity of cosmetic contact lenses (also denoted as CCL) and
the advances in deep generative algorithms, the biometric modality that iris
recognition mainly relies on can be destroyed or falsified.

In Fig. 1, we provide several examples of real and forged iris images. Here,
pictures (a)–(d) represent pristine iris, synthetic iris, pristine contact lenses and
synthetic contact lenses in sequence. For simplicity, we abbreviate them as PI,
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SI, PCL and SCL respectively. As one can see, for a PCL image, the CCL covers
the iris region and then mixes with the original textures, which may lead to a
mistake of identification. Therefore, it is regarded as one of the fake iris. SCL
images have the same negative impact, but are more convenient to be obtained.
To explain, with the assistant of generative models, we have no need to take
pictures of genuine eyes wearing CCLs. Instead, we can directly produce such
iris images by computers. Moreover, it is easy to observe that the fake iris “SI” is
perfectly natural and can hardly be distinguished from the real iris “PI” just by
human eyes. Because of these characteristics above, malicious users may utilize
iris forgery for identity theft and financial fraud, which does a great harm to
our country, society and citizens. To eliminate this risk and effectively cope with
different attack means of iris spoofing, there is an urgent need to develop accurate
detection methods.

Fig. 1. Examples of real and forged iris images

Researchers have proposed lots of approaches to detect fake iris images,
including algorithms depend on hand-craft features (e.g. texture analysis [1],
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [2] and hierarchical visual codebook [3]) and convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) (e.g. ContlensNet [4] and GHCLNet [5]). How-
ever, existing detection approaches do not take computer-generated iris forgery
into consideration. They can only deal with PCL images. In other words, they
may encounter a failure when attacked by SI and SCL images. Motivated by bet-
ter protection of identity information and privacy security, we design a detection
framework for iris image anti-spoofing. Our main contributions are as follows:

– For the first time, we pay attention to the detection of iris forgery images
produced not only by cosmetic contact lenses but also by generative models.

– We propose a simple but effective detection method for iris anti-spoofing.
– Extensive experiments are conduct on three public iris datasets and multi-

tudes of self-collected synthetic iris images. The results show that the pro-
posed approach outperforms state-of-the-art CCL detectors, and can accu-
rately detect fake iris images generated by StyleGAN [6].

2 Related Work

2.1 Iris Image Anti-spoofing

There exist lots of researches on iris image anti-spoofing, and we provide a brief
review of them in this section.
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Early works differentiate fake iris images from the real ones through con-
structing hand-craft features. Daugman [7] designed a iris forgery detector by
using the amplitude spectrum of Fourier transforms. [8] take full use of LBP
and its variations to detect contact lenses. Based on local phase quantization
and a thorough analysis of binary gabor patterns, Nigam et al. [9] developed a
robust detection model for iris anti-spoofing. Benefited from the great advances
in deep learning theories, CNN-based methods gradually become the main-
stream. Ragvendra et al. [4] proposed ContlensNet, an detection model with
15-layers CNN. Similarly, a hierarchical network on the basis of ResNet-50 [10]
was invented in [5]. Hoffman et al. [11] used a shallow version of VGG net [12] to
design an iris anti-spoofing model which took a patch of the iris image and the
associated segmentation mask together as the 2-channels input. Although the
above methods have good performances on public iris datesets, they may lose
generalization ability when facing GAN-generated fake iris images.

2.2 GAN Image Forgery Detection

In recent years, a series of GAN image forgery technologies have been widespread
over the Internet. They can produce ultra-realistic images by utilizing diverse
generative models, including Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [13] and
its multiple variants. To mitigate the risks introduced by GAN fake images,
researchers spare no effort to develop a great deal of precise detection methods
and promising results have been reported in the literature. Existing detectors
can roughly be divided into two categories: spatial domain based detection and
frequency domain based detection. Here, we mainly focus on the former ones.

As we all know, there exist some digital imprints in images that are acquired
by the real-world cameras. Enlightened by this theory, GAN-generated fake
images are also expected to present spatial domain imprints, which may be invis-
ible and imperceptible, especially for high-quality forged images. Marra et al. [14]
proposed a steganalysis model and distinguished GAN-generated imagery from
camera imagery by analyzing photo response non-uniformity (PRNU) patterns.
[15] points out that saturation cues can be used for GAN-generated fake image
detection. Due to the remarkable performances of CNNs on image classification
and other visual tasks, researchers have gradually applied in various CNN struc-
tures in fake image detection. Marra et al. [16] designed a CNN-based detectors
and proved that it can perform better than conventional methods under a com-
pression environment. In [17], Cozzolino et al. noted that the forensic models
perform poorly on testing data because forged images generated by GMs are
different from those used for training. To address this dilemma, they proposed a
detection approach by utilizing few-shot learning and knowledge transfer. Sim-
ilarly, Wang et al. [18] developed a CNN-based detector which is train only on
ProGAN-generated pictures and can offer strong generalization capability when
facing different GAN-generated fake images.
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3 Method

Problem Definition. Inspired by traditional iris anti-spoofing and GAN image
forgery detection, we model iris forgery detection as a binary classification prob-
lem. The main task is to figure out whether the suspicious image is forged. In
this paper, we only define PI as real iris, while the other types are all classified
as fake iris. For example, PCL belongs to mask-based iris spoofing means which
changes original textures of iris region by adding a contact lens mask. Although
the mask of a PCL image is usually an authentic contact lens and such images
are indeed captured by camera. Recently, there emerges a novel iris spoofing
attack, called GAN-generated iris forgery. It utilizes various GAN algorithms to
synthesize images of pure iris or iris wearing CCL, that is SI or SCL.

Forgery Detection. To improve the accuracy and generalization ability, we use
ensemble model as the backbone of our detection framework rather than a single
CNN model. In effect, there are various kinds of excellent CNN structures, such
as VggNet [12], ResNet [10], Xception [19], etc. According to the ranking of top-
1 accuracy on ImageNet-1k dataset and the convenience of implementation, we
select three SOTA CNNs and use their shallow versions, namely ResNet-18 [10],
EfficientNet-B0 [20] and ConvNeXt-tiny [21] to conduct model ensemble.

For the training stage, we feed a series of iris images with their correspond-
ing labels to the multi-model detector, denoted as the input pairs (X,Y ) =
{(xi, yi)|i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N}. Our goal is to minimize total loss of the whole detec-
tion process. Therefore, the object function can be written as:

min
θ

L(θ) =
K∑

j=1

λjLj(Dj(θ;X), Y ) (1)

where θ ∈ R
n is a learnable parameter, λj and K represent the weight coefficient

and the number of sub-models Dj in the backbone network respectively. Besides,
we adopt the cross-entropy fCE(·, ·) to measure the binary classification loss Lj

of each sub-model, i.e.

Lj = fCE(pi, yi) = − 1
N

N−1∑

i=0

[yilog(pi) + (1 − yi)log(1 − pi)] (2)

where pi denotes the probability that an iris image xi is classified as the label
yi, and N is the amount of input pairs.

For the testing stage, every sub-detector calculates a classification score sj ,
and the final detection result is a weighted mean of these scores, i.e.

Scls =
K∑

j=1

βjsj (3)
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4 Experiments

4.1 Setting

Data Collection. As mentioned before, there are four types of iris images in our
detection settings, including the real iris “PI” and three fake iris: PCL, SI and
SCL. Both PI and PCL are collected from three public iris image datasets, called
CASIA-IF, ND-CL and IF-VE. Below is a brief introduction of these datasets.

CASIA-Iris-Fake (CASIA-IF) dataset [3] contains three data types, including
printed iris images, plastic eyes and cosmetic contacts. Notre Dame Cosmetic
Contact Lenses 2013 (ND-CL) dataset [22] consists of two sets, called ND-CL-I
and ND-CL-II, which are respectively captured by LG4000 and IrisGuard AD100
sensors. Only the former part is used for our test. Iris-Fake under Various Envi-
ronment (IF-VE) dataset, a large scale cross-sensor fake iris dataset, contains
multiple iris images which are obtained under various environment.

While SI and SCL originate from synthetic iris images provided by our coop-
erators. Such data are all generated by StyleGAN [6] based on the above iris
datasets. More details about the experimental data are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Datasets used in the experiments

Dataset Real Fake

PI PCL SI SCL

CASIA-IF [3] 6000 740 18406 13610

ND-CL [22] 2800 1400 10001 40000

IF-VE [23] 40000 10000 10001 40000

Implementation Details. We train our model through using the Adam [24]
optimizer with an initial learning rate of 1e−4 and a weight decay of 1e−3. A
step learning rate scheduler is used for learning rate adjustment. K in Eq. 1 and
Eq. 3, λj in Eq. 1 and βj in Eq. 3 are set to be 3, (0.4, 0.3, 0.4) and (0.4, 0.3, 0.4)
respectively. Besides, all the input images are resized to 224 × 224.

Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the proposed framework, we adopt several
most commonly used metrics in related arts [4,5,8,9,11,23], including the Cor-
rect Classification Rate (CCR) and Area Under the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic Curve (AUC). We also report the True Detection Rate (TDR) and True
Negative Rate (TNR) when considering the real irises as negative samples.

4.2 Results Analysis

For a comprehensive evaluation, we conduct a series of quantitative and qualita-
tive experiments, including intra-testing, cross-testing and ablation study. Model
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name with prefix “FT” means the model has been pre-trained on the ImageNet-
1k classification set and then fine-tuned on specific iris forgery datasets. For
example, FT VGG-16 and FT Resnet-18.

Intra-testing. This section is started by the discussion of intra-evaluation.
Results are shown in Table 2. Obviously, the proposed approach has an excel-
lent performance. For CASIA-IF and ND-CL dataset, its AUC, CCR, TDR and
TNR are even all up to 100%. As the first work to study fake iris detection
which contains forgery images produced by generative algorithms, we also com-
pare our framework with current state-of-the-art PCL detection models. It has
been proved in [25] that a CNN network can capture some essential location
information even though it is trained only in classification scenario. Besides, the
traces of forgery introduced by StyleGAN [6] generator may distribute out of the
iris region. Thus, we choose the whole iris image as Region of Interest (ROI) with-
out any extra localization and segmentation preprocessing. According to Table 3,
one can see that the proposed detector outperforms traditional PCL detectors.
For the fake type “PCL” on IF-VE dataset, compared with WRN [23], the CCR
score of our model is increased by 0.66%.

Table 2. Intra-dataset evaluation

Dataset AUC (%) CCR (%) TDR (%) TNR (%)

CASIA-IF 100 100 100 100

ND-CL 100 100 100 100

IF-VE 99.67 99.64 99.61 99.74

Table 3. CCR (%) of different detection methods on PCL images

Model CASIA-IF ND-CL IF-VE

HVC [3] 99.32 100 –

FT VGG-16 [12] 99.63 99.92 98.22

WRN [23] 99.70 100 98.58

Ours 100 100 99.24

Cross-testing. To evaluate the generalization ability of our approach when fac-
ing unseen forgeries, we train all models on one of the forgery datasets mentioned
before and then test them on the other two datasets. As depicted in Table 4, the
datasets above and below the “↓” represent the training and the tested sets
separately. From this table, we observe that the proposed detection framework
performs better than most of single CNN-based detectors. For instance, when
trained on CASIA-IF and tested on ND-CL, our method reaches a CCR of
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81.41%, which exceeds FT ConNeXt-tiny by 1.6%. In fact, utilizing ensemble
trick can assist detector in learning more abundant forgery clues so that the
generalization performance is boosted.

Table 4. Cross-dataset evaluation based on CCR (%)

Model Dataset

CASIA-IF CASIA-IF ND-CL ND-CL IF-VE IF-VE

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
ND-CL IF-VE CASIA-IF IF-VE CASIA-IF ND-CL

FT ResNet-18 72.25 83.44 96.81 82.42 99.63 71.78

FT EfficientNet-B0 78.66 86.10 96.75 73.62 98.48 71.97

FT ConvNeXt-tiny 79.81 92.33 93.75 72.13 98.86 78.06

Ours 81.41 88.43 96.90 73.99 99.69 75.28

At the same time, We further calculate the correlation coefficient matrix
according to the AUC scores, and then use heat maps to visually show the
relationship among the forgery types that are synthesized from different sources.
Figure 2 describes the cross-forgery evaluation. According to Fig. 2(a), it can be
seen that intra-forgery testing naturally performances the best. For the same
dataset, detectors trained on PCL images generalizes very well on SCL images.
And the training on SCL images gives the best generalization performance when
tested on SI images, vice verse. We also find that SI images originated from
ND-CL dataset is the most generalizable forgery type. In addition, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), forgery types belonging to the same meta-category usually have
higher correlations mutually. For instance, for the meta-category SI, if a forgery
detection method can obtain good performance on CASIA-IF dataset, it may
also work for ND-CL and IF-VE dataset.

(a) AUC score map (b) correlation map

Fig. 2. Cross-forgery evaluation. For (a) and (b), X-axis denotes the tested forgery
type originated from three datasets and Y-axis denotes the forgery type for training.
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4.3 Ablation Study

In this part, we conduct the ablation study on different factors to figure out how
they influence our approach.

Table 5. CCR (%) of different backbones. K is the number of CNNs in Eq. 1, and in the
second column, “res”, “eff” and “conxt” represent ResNet-18 [10], EfficientNet-B0 [20]
and ConvNeXT-tiny [21] respectively.

K Backbone CASIA-IF ND-CL IF-VE

1 1.0∗res 100 100 99.82

1.0∗eff 100 100 99.54

1.0∗conxt 99.89 99.97 98.89

2 0.5res+0.5eff 100 100 99.74

0.5res+0.5conxt 100 100 99.49

0.5eff+0.5conxt 99.98 100 99.39

3 0.4res+0.3eff+0.4conxt 100 100 99.64

Effect of Backbone Structure. In Table 5, we list the CCR (%) of using dif-
ferent backbones for detection. Compared with a single ConvNeXt-tiny network,
we find that ensemble model indeed boosts the precision of iris forgery detection.
It brings at least 0.5% CCR gains on IF-VE dataset and a slight improvement
on CASIA-IF dataset. Due to high accuracy of ResNet-18 and EfficientNet-B0,
reducing their proportions naturally leads to performance degradation. In prac-
tice, to reach a trade-off between detection accuracy and generalization ability,
this phenomenon is acceptable. To better understand the decision-making mech-
anism lying behind different CNN structures, we provide the Grad-CAM [26]
visualization of ResNet-18, EfficientNet-B0 and ConvNeXt-tiny in Fig. 3. For
CASIA-IF dataset, the three CNN networks all focus on the central region of SI,
SCL and PCL images, which indicates that the forgery is more likely to appear
in iris part. On the contrary, for ND-CL and IF-VE dataset, more attention is
paid to suspicious traces like unnatural eyelash and abnormal illumination, and
different models may concentrate on the different parts of fake images which is
beneficial to forgery detection.

Effect of Data Volume for Training. Due to the great performance of our
method, we further investigate whether the detector can still work well when the
data volume for training has largely shrunk. The results are presented in Fig. 4.
We observe that for CASIA-IF and ND-CL dataset, just a small number of input
samples contributes a high classification accuracy. For example, totally 50 real
and fake iris images are enough. That is because these iris images, no matter
the real ones and the forged ones, are mostly frontal and in high resolution
which leads to an easy learning of forgery features. But when it comes to the
detection of forgery type “PCL” in IF-VE dataset, we often need more training
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(a) CASIA-IF (b) ND-CL (c) IF-VE

Fig. 3. Visualization of Grad-CAM [26]. For (a)–(c), from top to bottom, each row
of the heat maps are computed based on ResNet-18, EfficientNet-B0 and ConvNeXt-
tiny respectively.

Fig. 4. The trend of CCR varying with the data volume for training

data. To explain, such fake iris images are collected in various environment which
makes the detection scenario become more realistic and complicate. However, the
proposed model can still achieve over 90% CCR with only 100 training samples.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a image forgery detection method for iris anti-spoofing.
It can defend against various attacks on iris image, including physical attack
caused by cosmetic contact lenses and synthetic attack caused by deep gener-
ative algorithms. In order to achieve a balance between accuracy and general-
ization performance, we consider using the ensemble model for detection, which
is constructed on the basis of ResNet-18, EfficientNet-B0 and ConvNeXt-tiny.
Extensive experiments are conducted on three public iris datasets and abun-
dant StyleGAN-generated iris images. As the results prove, our framework can
precisely distinguish all kinds of forged iris from the real one, and it has a state-
of-the-art performance than previous work.
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